In the Targ, this last "preface style" grew to be the dominant style of composition in "parallel prose" (pyanwen ,r,? ) proper, and it continued to be used in official memorials and elsewhere through modern times. In conception it is absolutely distinct from the rhyming style, because the second and fourth lines of a stanza, which rhyme in rhyming style, must be of opposite tones in preface style and therefore cannot possibly rhyme.
RULES OF TONAL PARALLELISM
In earlier times, however, tonal parallelism in prose was not necessarily applied with such rigor as we might imagine. The subject itself has been poorly studied. The main native discussions of tonal prosody in the past were of poetry. The seminal Bunkyo-hifuron iti, Ilit, for instance, from the early ninth century, cites all of its examples from poetry. Anthologies and other studies of parallel prose, which flourished from Sonq times onward, have stressed the mechanics of parallelism in syntax and diction, and that is understandable because syntax and diction find their way into the content of the text, whereas tones do not. 4. The "key" word is a grammatical particle (T, 2, /, etc.) that serves to break up the prosody of lines longer than four syllables. Grammatically, the keyword generally has its usual meaning, unless it is a "nonce" or "refrain" word (Hawkes 1985 : 39-41) such as shi j. With regard to its tone, a keyword is never in a prosodically significant place in the line. In a parallel couplet, both lines have their keywords in the same position, although the specific particles used may differ, depending on the strictness of the composition. It is a significant fact that this fourth rule automatically precludes standard rhyming, in which every couplet must end in the same tone. There are, therefore, at least two kinds of parallel prose possible: rhyming parallel prose, such as we find in refined compositions such asfuh ,, and ming $t, and non-rhyming parallel prose in which tonal prosody is applied. In practice, there is a third kind: the ancient style of "ordered prose," in which neither rhyming nor tonal prosody are admitted, and in which parallelism is abundant though not necessarily composed rigorously from a syntactic point of view.5 Which of the two models of prosody described above is more useful? Chang's model involves only the syllables at the caesura and foot of each line, and so I will call it the "caesural" model. The Hightower-Farquhar rule involves almost every syllable in the line, so I will call it the "epigrammatic" model, recalling the densely composed epigrams of the classical West. The casural model holds a number of advantages over the epigrammatic model:
(1) The great strength of the casural model is that it acknowledges the prosodic significance of the caesura. In other words, it accords with the aesthetic needs of reading aloud.
(2) The casural model matches the "alternation rule" that became dominant in shy j and tsyr `n prosody, in that not every syllable counts (see Branner 1999: 46-47).
(3) The caesural model sets a smaller number of syllables as prosodically crucial, but the behavior of those syllables is more rigorously constrained. That shows a more realistic expectation of the amount of work an author would have to do in order to write a long piece.
(4) In the casural model there is no need for palindromic "mirroring," which does not fit in with the rest of the parallelistic style (i.e., in syntax, diction, etc.).
Why does the caesural model highlight only two or three syllables in each line? There are by all means cases in which pyngtzeh prosody seems to extend to all the syllables of the line, espcially in four-syllable lines. Here are two prosodically flawless stanzas from the Yuh- That should not be surprising. Because the "Yiwen" rhymes, the last syllable of every couplet must rhyme, and all rhyming words must be in the same tone. That precludes the kind of tonal alternation used in the Yuhtair shinyeong preface. Even the non-rhyming lines in a given stanza very carefully avoid the tone category of the rhyme words in that stanza;6 so if the rhyme-word is in a tzeh tone, the non-rhyming feet may legitimately be in a different tzeh tone. Almost every time Koong changes the rhyme, he also changes the tone category of the rhyme.
Such tonal avoidance is very characteristic of Yeongming-style poetry, whose prime prosodic feature is contrast. Even though it does not exhibit caesural prosodic regulation, then, the "Beeishan yiwen" reflects a Yeongming aesthetic of tonal prosody, in its own way. Hightower was right to take it and the Yuhtair shinyeong preface as representatives of the high parallel prose style, even if he did not realize that they were written according to opposed prosodic systems. In terms of its formal structure, the "Yiwen" is a Six Dynasties fuh, and suchfuh do not regularly exhibit pyngtzeh prosody, although individual couplets sometimes obey various prosodic strictures. The relation between brothers is different from other people: When expectations run so deep, it is easy to feel resentful but when your lands are so close, it is easy to be at peace.
Compare this with living in a house: if you find a hole you fill it, if you find a crack you plaster it over, and yet you give no thought to the possibility of the house collapsing.
[But if you take risks] like not being on the lookout for sparrows and rats and not protecting against the wind and the rain, the walls will be undermined, the columns sink into the ground, and there will be no help for it. 
MEMORIALS BY WANG RONG 1E9
The cesural style (involving limited tonal parallelism) is most common in "prefaces" or "narrations" (shiuh JF//~I), formal letters (chii t), and certain memorials. It was the dominant pyanwen style in the Tarng and Sonq; the great majority of the pieces in the pyanwen volume of Gau Buhyng's representative Tarng Sonq wen jeuyaw (1976) exhibit this style. I will call it the "preface style" of parallel prose, in contrast to the rhyming style characteristic of the "Beeishan yiwen" and the "plain style" of tradition. The preface style is not used in any consistent way in the Wenshin diaulong TLJ,l or at all in the Wensheuan or Shypiin . u prefaces and must have been considered insufficiently formal at that time. Indeed, it is a post-Wensheuan style, being scarcely evident at all in the prose selections of that anthology; the clearest example is Wang Rong's (467-493) "Sanyueh sanryh cheu shoeishy shiuh" ,Eq E; l NJFj. Wang Rong's memorials in the Nan Chyi shu i7$, one of them dating from the beginning of his short career, are the earliest dated examples I have yet found of this "preface" style, and indeed of the plain alternation of pyng and tzeh (the true Yeongming style in poetry involved not the binary alternation of pyng and tzeh tones, but the four-way alternation of pyng, shaang, chiuh, and ruh). That is fitting, as the Shypiin preface names Wang as the originator of Yeongming-style prosody. There also seem to be short stretches of preface style in some of the writings of Sheen Iue (441-513) &t4, and Shieh Teau (464-499) HlJU4. It is even possible to find individual couplets in preYeongming literature that seem to display Yeongming-style prosodic order. But the Yeong-ming innovation was pervasive prosodic organization, and solitary ordered couplets should not be considered its antecedents.
Below are two of Wang Rong's early pieces, parsed prosodically. Note that only the line-feet actually obey the prosodic pattern with regularity. The caesura-feet obey the pattern in the first twelve lines, but thereafter diverge widely from it. In the first piece I have marked with a box (e.g., 3 or -1) those syllables not found in the expected tone. There are other irregularities in these pieces, which make me think that they are indeed early, from before the style had fully formed, rather than later forgeries. One important irregularity is that pyng and tzeh foot-syllables sometimes alternate one after another (I/0/I/0I /0IO /0), rather than in pairs, as expected (I/0/0/I/I/0/0/I).
For a clear example, see lines 43-54 in the second piece.
Let me repeat that although poetic prosody in Wang Rong's time was based on the fourway contrast of the tones pyng, shaang, chiuh, and ruh, it is evident that his parallel prose (assuming it is genuine) already displays the pyng-tzeh contrast, which must be much older than has previously been believed. Actually, the crucial idea that is new here is that the three tones shaang, chiuh, and ruh constitute a single category. That the pyng tone category was felt to be something special is already seen in the rhyming practice of much earlier periods, but here for the first time we recognize tzeh being opposed to pyng in a systematic way. Of course, the living sound of poetry is a crucial part of its expressiveness. It is really astonishing that so few Western students of traditional Chinese poetry write much about its aural aesthetics. Then again, perhaps few of us have been adequately trained in formal prosodic analysis. But it is true the principles I have described here do not directly affect the content, by which I mean the explicit "semantics," of a composition. Apart from the question of having to choose words of a certain tone for a certain place in the line, they are largely a matter of superficial ornamentation. Parallelism in syntax and diction have a much greater effect on the content of a piece.
A. Text from Nan Chyi shu (1972: 47.819-20). There is an annotated version in Chang Jen
Both the rhyming and preface styles of parallel prose form lines into couplets and couplets into stanzas, and this assuredly affects where the writer can place "comment" lines. Before the development of the preface style, non-rhyming parallel prose allowed comment lines to be placed more haphazardly.
In both the rhyming and preface styles, the last syllable of each line cannot often be a grammar particle. There is a tendency for line-final grammatical particles (yee -ti, yii P, tzai ') to appear in comment lines, where they contribute to the line's impression of finality and judgment.
Since it is necessarily distinct from rhyming parallelism, the preface style represents a later and less intrusive form of ornamentation. Victor Mair and Tsu-lin Mei (1991) have argued that the introduction of the Yeongming prosodic system in its original, complex form (that is, before the simplification of tonal alternation to pyng vs. tzeh) was an attempt to reproduce the aesthetics of Sanskrit chanting in Chinese. If so, the relatively simple tonal contrasts of the preface style may be the most perfect expression of that goal. Because the contrasts occur only at caesuras and the ends of lines, it is easy to give voice to them even in modern times, as will be shown below. In sum, the preface style in parallel prose involves an unobtrustive ornamentation that may slightly increase the aural sensuousness of a piece, but has few other effects.
In order to illustrate this "aural sensuousness," I now present a piece of preface-style literature as chanted according to traditional principles, in which attention is drawn to the pyng and tzeh tonal values only at the caesuras and line-feet. Below is a transcription of Lii Bair's (701-762?) "Chuenyeh yann tzonqdih taurhua yuan shiuh" <:_ ^ }J-6P f, first the text alone and then a transcription of two recent chanted performances in Taiwan The through-composed ideal of tonal prosody, as seen in the grave inscription at the beginning of this essay, has remained perpetually in use in ceremonial couplets. What I have termed the "preface" style of tonal prosody, incorporating caesural tonal alternation, is nonetheless more widespread. However, in actual practice even the preface style is sometimes so diminished that the only token of caesural prosodic order is found at line-feet. Truly, this preface style is often no more than a minor embellishment in composition. I believe most modern readers are simply unconscious of it.
Below is a transcription of the chanting of this piece in traditional Taiwanese practice by the eminent Ang Tek-lam :I,j' and by his student Phoan Gi6k-lan :?L (Ang 1999b: 2/8). The performances differ in their musical qualities, but the phonetics and prosody used by the two artists are nearly identical. 17 In the past few years, as part of the larger beentuu 7t+_ ("nativism") movement in many aspects of culture as well as in academia, Taiwan has been undergoing a rebirth of interest in classical literature read in Taiwanese In the transcription I use Taiwanese Church romanization, with a few additional symbols. Tones vary more than is generally realized; in my preferred accent they sound as follows: As is the case in spoken Taiwanese, the normal pronunciation of every syllable is ordinarily that of its sandhi tone value. "Basic" tone values are heard only in certain exceptional syntactic environments:
(1) the last syllable in a sentence; (2) the last syllable of the grammatical subject or the "topic" (when grammar is analyzed according to the "topic-comment" principle); one exception is a pronoun in subject position. (3) the last syllable of a coverb-noun phrase modifying a verb or adverb; (4) the last syllable of a noun-modifier follwed by the particle e; (5) certain phrase-initial conjunctions.
In addition, many particles are unstressed, and the syllable preceding such a particle does not undergo tone sandhi. This principle sometimes also applies to one-syllable pronouns serving as object to a verb (mainly chi Z).
I have added several symbols to illustrate tone sandhi, stress, and length:
-indicates that the preceding syllable does undergo regular tone change; # indicates that the preceding syllable does not undergo tone change; -indicates that the preceding syllable is drawn out or followed by a pause; 0 indicates that the preceding syllable is pronounced unstressed.
Syllables that are drawn out are generally subjected to melisma, or at least given a falling cadence. Latin scansion may make a particularly good parallel to the Chinese case. Classical Latin authors adopted the principle of moraic prosody from Greece, alien though it was to the native Roman stress-based poetic tradition. Although it was adopted as the educated standard for ordering verse, it was all along something foreign to the language, and even its original phonetic basis was lost long before Latin itself died. The situation is much the same with the pyng-tzeh distinction in Chinese, which was introduced as a prosodic artifice perhaps to imitate Sanskrit syllable length, and which ceased to be a simple phonetic feature in spoken Chinese long, long ago.
As we consider all this, we would do well to remember-no matter whether we study linguistics or poetry-that the language of literature is something separate from ordinary speech. We have confounded the two for much too long.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has three main conclusions. First, the organizing principle in an important subgenre of medieval parallel prose is not pyng-tzeh alternation affected every syllable, but a limited alternation affecting final syllables and sometimes those preceding the casura. Because it prescribes symmetry within the quatrain, this "preface" style cannot be used in rhyming passages, which require not symmetry but parallelism within the quatrain in order to allow every other line to rhyme. There are therefore two distinct forms of tonal prosody in use in parallel prose: one for the "preface" style and one for rhyming compositions.
Second, the pyng-tzeh alternation appears as early as the parallel prose of Wang Rong in the late fifth century, long before it began to replace the four-way contrast of pyng, shaang, chiuh, and ruh in Yeongming-style poetry. It is much earlier than had been believed.
Finally, it appears that the unified pyngsheng has, for most of the past millennium, been a literary fiction unrelated to the actual phonology of spoken Chinese. Mair and Mei (1991) suggest that the unadulterated Yeongming prosodic system itself may have been a highly artificial concotion from the first. In the "preface" style, then, we see a contrived form of
